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Preface 
This dissertation entitled 'Bayesian Data Analysis with Simulations' origi-
nated from several advanced books. The purpose is to understand the basic 
concepts of Bayesian simulations and to quickly perform them using Bayesian 
computational tools in R. We need marginal posterior densities for summariz-
ing posterior inference. In Bayesian approach, marginal posterior densities 
of parameter of interest are needed. Thus, one has to integrate the joint 
posterior with respect to the other remaining parameters. In most of the 
practical problems, getting closed form integration become quite difficult. In 
such situation, one has to use either analytic tools or simulation tools. Ana-
lytic tools become quite difficult to implement if the dimension of integral is 
more than two or three. In practice, multidimensional integration are often 
required to implement Bayesian data analysis approach. As a result, analytic 
tools fail in those practical situations, and one has to use simulation tools 
which are free from such limitations. By simulations, we mean summarizing 
inferences by random numbers rather than by point estimates and standard 
errors. Due to availability of packages like MCMCpack in R, implementa-
tion of simulation tools can be made a routine work. In this dissertation an 
attempt has been made to review these simulation tools. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to illustrate Bayesian analysis with 
simulations which can be implemented using R software. Chapter 1 illus-
trates the Introduction of Bayesian statistics and the use of R. This chapter 
contains a brief review of the relevant packages available in R. Chapter 2 
and 3 illustrate the use of R for Bayesian inference for one and two pa-
rameter problems respectively. These chapters discusses different features 
of one parameter model (Poisson and binomial model) and multiparameter 
model (normal model). This includes the summarization of posterior infer-
ence by simulating samples using R software. The base package of R provides 
functions to simulate from all of the standard probability distributions, and 
these functions can be used to simulate from a variety of standard posterior 
distributions. Chapter 4 deals with regression analysis from Baj^esian view 
point using simulation tools whereas chapter 5 describes Bayesian analysis 
of hierarchical/multilevel models. 
The presentation of material of this dissertation have been heavily influ-
enced by Hoff PD and Gelman for their respective text book 'A First Course 
in Bayesian Statistical Methods' and 'Bayesian Data Analysis'. My thanks 
to them for improving my knowledge and i am very grateful to them for their 
contribution in Bayesian statistics. 
I salute to the contributers in the development of the software packages R 
and WH^ without which this dissertation could not be realized. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction to Bayesian 
Statistics and R 
Bayesian inference is the process of fitting probability model to a set of data 
and summarizing the result by a probability distribution on the parameters 
of the model and on unobserved quantities such as prediction for new obser-
vation 
By Bayesian data analysis, we mean practical methods for making inferences 
from data using probability models for quantities we observed and for quan-
tities about which we wish to learn The essential characteristic of Bayesian 
methods is their explicit use of probabihty for quantifying uncertainty in in-
ferences based on statistical data analysis 
The process of Bayesian data analysis can be idealized by dividing it into the 
following three steps 
1 Setting up a full probabihty model — a joint probabihty distribution 
for all observable and unobservable quantities in a problem The model 
should be consistent with knowledge about the underlymg scientific 
problem and the data collection process 
2 Conditioning on observed data — calculating and interpreting the ap-
propriate posterior distribution — the conditional piobability distri-
bution of the unobserved quantities of ultimate interest, guen the ob-
served data 
3 Evaluating the fit of the model and the implication of the resulting 
posterior distribution 
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1.1 General notation for statistical inference 
Statistical inference is concerned with drawing conclusions, from numerical 
data, about quantities that are not observed. 
For example, a clinical trial of a new cancer drug might be designed to com-
pare the five year survival probability in a population given the new drug 
with that in a population under standard treatment. These survival prob-
abilities refer to a large population of patients and it is neither feasible nor 
ethically acceptable to experiment with an entire population.Therefore infer-
ences about the true probabilities and, in particular, their differences must 
based on a sample of patients. 
In this example, even if it were possible to expose the entire population to 
one or the other treatment, it is obviously never possible to expose anyone 
to both treatments, and therefore statistical inference would still be needed 
to assess the casual inference — the comparison between the observed out-
come in each patient and that patient's unobserved outcome if exposed to 
the other treatment. 
We distinguish between two kinds of estimands — unobserved quantities for 
which statistical inferences are made — first, potentially observable quan-
tities, such as future observations of a process, or the outcome under the 
treatment not received in the clinical trial example; and second, quantities 
that are not directly observable, that is, parameters that govern the hypo-
thetical process leading to the observed data. The distinction between two 
kinds of estimands is not always precise, but is generally useful as a way of 
understanding how a statistical model for a particular problem fit into the 
real world. 
Parameters, data, and prediction 
As general notation, we let 9 denote unobservable vector quantities or pop-
ulation parameters of interest, y denote the observed data, and y denote 
unknown, but potentially observable, quantities. In general these symbols 
represent multivariate quantities. 
When using matrix notation, we consider vectors as column vector through-
out; for example, if n is a vector with n components, then u^u is a scalar 
and uu^ and nxn matrix. 
Observational units and variables 
In many statistical studies, data are gathered on each of a set of n objects or 
units, and we can write the data as a vector, y~{yi, ..., y„). In the clinical 
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trial example, we might label j/j as 1 if patient i is alive after 5 years or 0 
if patient dies. If several variables are measured on each unit, then each j/j 
is actually a vector, and the entire data set y is a matrix. The y variables 
are called the outcomes and are considered random in the sense that, when 
making inferences, we wish to allow for the possibility that the observed value 
of the variables could have turned out otherwise, due to the sampling process 
and the natural variation of the population. 
Exchangeability 
The usual starting point of a statistical analysis is the assumption that the n 
values yi may be regarded as exchangeable, meaning that the joint probabil-
ity density p{yi,..., j/n) should be invariant to permutations of the indexes. 
A nonexchangeable model would be appropriate if information relevant to 
the outcome were conveyed in the unit indexes rather than by explanatory 
variables. 
Generally, it is useful and appropriate to model data from an exchangeable 
distribution as independently and identically distributed iid given some un-
known parameter vector 0 with distribution p{0). In the clinical trial exam-
ple, we might model the outcome j/j as iid, given 6, the unknown probability 
of survival. 
Explanatory variables 
It is common to have observations on each unit that we do not bother to 
model as random. In the clinical trial example, such variables might include 
the age and previous health status of each patient in the study. We call this 
second class of variables explanatory variables, or covariates, and label them 
X. We use X to denote the entire set of explanatory variables for all n units; 
if there are k explanatory variables, then X is a matrix with n rows and 
A; columns. Treating X as random, the notation of exchangeability can be 
extended to require the distribution of the n values of (x,y)i to be unchanged 
by arbitrary permutations of the indexes. It is always appropriate to assume 
an exchangeable model after incorporting sufficient relevant information in 
X that the indexes can be thought of as randomly assigned. It follows from 
the assumption of exchangeabihty that the distribution of y, given x, is the 
same for all units in the study in the sense that if two units have the same 
value of X, then their distribution of y are the same. Any of the explanatory 
variables x can of course be moved into the y category if we wish to model 
them. 
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Hierarchical modeling 
Hierarchical models, which are used when information is available on several 
different levels of observation units. In a hierarchical model, it is possible 
to speak of exchangeability at each level of units. For example, suppose two 
medical treatments are applied, in separate randomized experiments, to pa-
tients in several different cities. Then, if no other information is available, it 
would be reasonable to treat the patients within each city as exchangeable 
and also treat the results from different cities as themselves exchangeable. 
In practice it would make sense to include, as explanatory variables at the 
city levels, whatever relevant information we have on each city, as well as 
the explanatory variables mentioned before at the individual level, and then 
the conditional distribution given these explanatory variables would be ex-
changeable. 
1.2 Bayesian inference 
Bayesian statistical conclusion about a parameter 9, or unobserved data y, 
are made in terms of probability statements. These probability statements 
are conditional on the observed value of y, and in our notation are written 
simply as p{9 \ y) or p{y \ y). We also impHcitily condition on the known 
values of any covariates, x. It is at the fundamental level of conditioning on 
observed data that Bayesian inference depart from the approach to statistical 
inference, which is based on a retrospective evaluation of the procedure used 
to estimate 9 (or y) over the distribution of possible y values conditional 
on the true unknown value of 9. Despite this difference, it will be seen 
that in many simple analysis, superficially similar conclusions result from 
the two approaches to statistical inference. However, analysis obtained using 
Bayesian methods can be easily extended to more complex problems. 
Bayes' rule 
In order to make probability statements about 6 given y, we must begin 
with a model providing a joint probabiUty distribution for 9 and y. The 
joint probabihty mass of density function can be written as a product of 
two densities that are often referred to as the prior distribution p{9) and the 
sampUng distribution (or data distribution) 'p{y\9) respectively: 
p{9,y)^p{9)p{y\9) (1.1) 
simply conditioning on the knoAvn value of the data y, using the basic prop-
erty on conditional probability known as Bayes' rule, yield the posterior 
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density: 
pm^"^''"^ 
p{y) 
p{e)p{y\G) 
p{y) 
(1.2) 
where p{y) = ^gP{d)p{y\d), and the sum is over all possible value of 9 (or 
p(j/) = Jp{d)p{y\6)d6 in the case of continuous 6). An equivalent form of 
(1.1) omits the factor p{y), which does not depend on 0 and, with fixed y, can 
thus be considered as constant, yielding the unnormalized posterior density, 
which is the right side of (1.2): 
p{e\y)^p{e)p{y\e) (1.3) 
These simple expression encapsulate the technical core of Bayesian inferences: 
the primary task of any specific apphcation is to develop the model p{6,y) 
and perform the necessary computation to summarize p{9 \y) in appropriate 
ways. 
Prediction 
To make inference about an unknown observable, often called predictive in-
ference, we follow a similar logic. Before the data y are considered, the 
distribution of the unknown but observable y is, 
P{y) = Jpiy,e)d9 
= j P{9)p{y\9)d9 (1.4) 
This is often called the marginal distribution of y, but a more informative 
name is the prior predictive distribution: prior because it is not conditional 
on a previous observation of the process, and predictive because it is the 
distribution for a quantity that is observable. 
After the data y have been observed, we can predict an unknown observable, 
y, from the same process. For example, y — {yi, • • • ,yn) may be the vector of 
recorded weights of an object weighed n times on a scale, 9 = (/x, cr^ ) may be 
the unknown true weight of the object and the measurement variance of the 
scale, and y may be the yet to be recorded weight of the object in a planned 
new weighing. The distribution of y is called the posterior predictive distri-
bution, posterior because it is conditional on the observed y and predictive 
/ ^ 
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because it is a prediction for an observable y: 
p(y\y) = j p{y.o\y)de 
p{y\e.y)p{e\y)de 
= j p{m)p{s\y)de (1.5) 
The second and third lines display the posterior predictive distribution as an 
average of conditional predictions over the posterior distribution of 0. The 
last equation follows because y and y are conditionally independent given 9 
in this model. 
Likelihood 
Using Bayes rule with a chosen probabiUty model means that the data y affect 
the posterior inference Equation (1.3) only through the function p{y \ 0), 
which, when regarded as a function of 0, for fixed y, is called the likelihood 
function. In this way Bayesian inference obeys what is sometimes called the 
likelihood principle, which states that for a given sample of data, any two 
probability models p{y | 6) that have the same likelihood function yield the 
same inference for 9. 
The likeUhood function is reasonable, but only within the framework of the 
model or family of models adopted for a particular analysis. In practice, one 
can rarely be confident that the chosen model is correct model. Sampling 
distribution plays an important role in checking model assumptions. In fact, 
our view of an applied Bayesian statistician is one who is willing to apply 
Bayes'rule under a variety of possible models. 
Highest posterior density 
A region R in parameter space 6 is called a highest posterior densitj' region 
of content (1-a) if 
p{9eR\y)^l-a (1.6) 
for, 
0ieR, (1.7) 
and 
P(0i\y)>pid2\y) (1.8) 
This means that the content of the posterior is 1 — a and it is also evident 
from above statement that the value of the posterior within the HPD region 
is always greater than outside of it.(Box and Tiao, 1973, p. 123) 
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1.3 Example: inference about a genetic prob-
ability 
The following example is not typical of statistical applications of the Bayesian 
methods, because it deals with a very small amount of data and concerns a 
single individual's state(gene carrier or not) rather than with the estimation 
of a parameter that describe an entire population. Nevertheless it is a real 
example of the very simplest type of Bayesian calculation, where estimand 
and the individual item of data each have only two possible values. 
Human males have X chromosomes and Y chromosomes, whereas females 
have two X chromosomes, each chromosomes being inherited from one par-
ent. Hemophilia is a disease that exhibits X chromosomes linked recessive 
inheritance, meaning that a male who inherits the gene that causes the dis-
ease on the X chromosomes is affected, whereas a female carrying the gene 
on only one of her two X chromosomes is not affected. The disease is gener-
ally fatal for women who inherit two such gene, and this is very rare, since 
the frequency occurrence of the gene is low in human populations. 
The prior distribution 
Consider a woman who has an affected brother, which implies that her 
mother must be a carrier of the hemophiUa gene with one good and one 
bad hemophilia gene. We are also told that her father is not affected; thus 
the woman herself has a fifty-fifty chance of having the gene. The unknown 
quantity of interest , the state of the woman, has just two values: the woman 
is either a carrier of the gene (^ = 1) or not (^ = 0). Based on the infor-
mation provided thus far, the prior distribution for the unknown 0 can be 
expressed simply as p{$ = 1) = p{6 = 0) = | . 
The model and likelihood 
The data used to update this prior information consist of the affection status 
of the woman's son. Suppose she has two sons, neither of whom is affected. 
Let yj = 1 or 0 denote an affected or unaffected son, respectively. The 
outcome of the two sons are exchangeable and, conditional of the unknown 
6, are independent; we assume the sons are not identical twins. The two 
items of independent data generates the following Ukelihood function: 
P{yi - 0,2/2 = 0|^ = 1) = (0.5)(0.5) = 0.25 (1.9) 
PiVi = 0, y2 = 01^ - 0) = (1)(1) = 1 (1.10) 
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These expression follows from the fact that if the woman is a carrier, then 
each of her sons will have a 50 percent chance of inheriting the gene and so 
being affected, whereas if she is not a carrier then there is a probability very 
close to 1 that a son of hers will be unaffected. 
T h e poster ior d is t r ibut ion 
Bayes' rule can now be used to combine the information in the data with 
the prior probability, in particular, interest is likely to focus on the posterior 
probability that the woman is a carrier. Using y to denote the joint data 
(2/1,2/2), this is simply, 
p{y\e = l)p{9 = 1) +p{y\e - 0)p{0 = 0) 
.25 *.25 
.24*.5 + l *.5 
.25 
.625 
= .20 
Intuitively it is clear that if a woman has unaffected children, it is l<!ss j)rob-
able that she is a carrier, and Bayes' rule provides a formal mechanism for 
determining the extend of the correction. The result can also be described 
in terms of prior and posterior odds. The prior odds of the woman being a 
carrier are ^ = 1. The likelihood ratio based on the information about her 
two unaffected sons is ~ = 0.25, so the posterior odds are obtained very 
simply as 0.25. 
1.4 Some useful results from probability theory 
For two quantities u and v, we write the joint density as p{u,v); if specific 
values need to be referenced, this notation will be further abused as with, for 
example, p{u,v=l). 
In Bayesian calculation relating to a joint density p{u,v), we will often refer to 
a conditional distribution or density function such as p{u\v) and a marginal 
density such as. In this notation either or both u and v can be vectors. 
Typically it will be clear from the context that the range integration in the 
latter expression refers to the entire range of the variable being integrated out. 
It is also often useful to factor a joint density as a product of marginal and 
conditional densities; for example, p{u,v,w) = p{u \ v,w)p{v \ w)p{w). We use 
the standard notation, E{.) and V{.), for mean and variance, respectively. 
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for a vector parameter u, the expression for the mean is the same, and the 
covariance matrix is defined, where u is considered a column vector(we use 
the terms 'variance matrix' and 'covariance matrix' interchangeably). This 
notation is slightly imprecise, because E{u) and var{u) are really functions 
of the distribution functions p(u), not of the variable u. In an expression 
involving an expectation, any variable that does not appear explicitly as a 
conditioning variable is assumed to be integrated out in the expectation; 
for example, E{u\v) refers to the conditional expectation of u Avith v held 
fixed — that is, the conditional expectation as a function v-whereas E{u) is 
the expectation of u, averaging over v (as well as u). 
Means and variances of the conditional distributions 
It is often useful to express the means and variance of a random variable u 
in terms of the conditional mean and variance given some related quantity 
V. The mean of u can be obtained by averaging the conditional mean over 
the marginal distribution of v, 
E{u) = E{E{u\v)), (1.11) 
where the inner expectation averages over u, conditional on v, and the outer 
expectation averages over v. Identity (1.5) is easy to derive by writing the 
expectation in terms of the joint distribution of u and v and then factoring 
the joint distribution: 
E(u) — up{u, v)dudv 
= 11 up{u\v)dup{v)dv 
= / E{u\v)p{v)dv (1.12) 
The corresponding result for the variance include two terms, the mean of the 
conditional variance and the variance of the conditional mean: 
var{u) = E{var{u\v)) + var{E{u\v)) (1-13) 
This result can be derived by expanding the terms on the right side of the 
above expression: 
E{var{u\v)) + var{E{u\v)) (1.14) 
E{var{u\v)) + var{E{u\v)) = E[E{u^\v) - {E{u\v)f] + E[{E{u\v)f] - {E[E{u\v)])' 
= Eiu') - E[{E{u\v})'] + E[iE{u\v)f] - {E{u)f 
= E{u') - {E{u)f 
— var{u) 
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These identities also holds if u is a vector, in which case E{u) is a vector and 
var(u) a matrix. 
1.5 Summarizing inferences by simulation 
Simulation forms a central part of much applied Bayesian analysis, because of 
the relative ease with which samples can often be generated from a probability 
distribution, even when the density function can not be explicitly integrated. 
In performing simulations, it is helpful to consider the duality between a 
probability density function and a histogram of a set of random draws from 
the distribution: given a large enough sample, the histogram can provide 
practically complete information about the density, and in particular, various 
sample moments, percentiles, and other summary statistics provide estimates 
of any aspects of the distribution, to a level of precision that can be estimated. 
Here we discuss some simulation tools that are: 
1. Monte carlo sampUng 
2. Gibbs sampler 
3. Metropolis Hasting algorithm 
1.5.1 Monte Carlo simulation 
Analytically summarizing posterior distributions is typically impossible. Over 
the last twenty years, Bayesian Statisticians have harnessed the Monte Carlo 
methods (Metropolis and Ulam,1949 and Metropolis etal. (1953)) to per-
form this summarization numerically. The name Monte Carlo was coined 
by Metropolis (inspired by Ulam's interest in poker) during the Manhattan 
project of World War II, because of similarity of Statistical simulation to 
games of chance, and Monte Carlo, the capital of Monaco was a center for 
gambling. Monte Carlo now refers to any method that utihzes sequences of 
random numbers to perform Statistical simulation. The main requirement to 
use Monte Carlo method for simulation of a physical system is that it must 
be possible to describe the system in terras of probability density function. 
Once the density function is known, then the simulation begins by random 
sampling from it. While these methods can be employed to study any dis-
tribution, the discussion here will solely on Monte Carlo methods commonly 
used in Bayyesian Statistics. We are interested in learning about the poste-
rior distribution p{9 | y), which we will call the target distribution because 
it is the distribution from which we intend to simulate. 
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Monte Carlo approximation, is based on random sampling and its implemen-
tation does not require a deep knowledge of calculus or numerical analysis. 
Let ^ be a parameter of interest and let yi, . . . , y„ be the numerical value of 
a sample from a distribution p(yi, . . . , j/n|^)- Suppose we could sample some 
numbers S of independent, random 0 values from the posterior distribution 
p(^|yi, •-•, Vn)-
Then the empirical distribution of the samples {6^^\ . . . , 9^^^) would approx-
imated p{0\yi, . . . , y„), with the approximation improving with increasing 
S. The empirical distribution of {d^^\ ..., 0^*') is known as a Monte Carlo 
approximation to p{6\yi-, . . . , j/n)-
The law of large numbers says that if 6'-^\ ..., 6{s) are i.i.d samples from 
p{&\yu • • M J/n), then 
this imphes that as S—)• oo 
• Ef=i(^^'^-^)V(S-l)^ var[e\yu • • • ,y„] 
. (^ (^ ) < c ) ^ P r ( ^ < c | y i , . . . , y „ ) 
• the empirical distribution of 9^^\ . . . , O'-^^^ Pi9\yi, • • • ,yn) 
• the median of 0(^' . . . d^^^-^ Oi 
2 
• the a percentile of e^^\ ..., 6'-^^-^ 6,, 
To use Monte Carlo methods to summarize posterior distributions, it is nec-
essary to introduce you to algorithms that are well suited to producing draws 
from commonly found target distributions.Two algorithms, 
• Gibbs sampling 
• Metropolis Hastings algorithm 
have proven to be very useful for applied Bayesian work. 
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Figure 1.1: Histograms and kernel density estimates of Monte Carlo approx-
imations to the gamma(68,45) distribution,\vith true density in gray. 
1.5.2 Gibbs sampler 
For many multiparameter models the joint posterior distribution is non stan-
dard and difficult to sample from directly. However, it is often the case that 
it is easy to sample from the full conditional distribution of each parameter. 
In such cases, posterior approximation can be made with Gibbs sampler, an 
iterative algorithm that constructs a dependent sequence of parameter values 
whose distribution converges to the target joint posterior distribution. 
The distribution pid\a'^, yi... ?/„) and p{(T^\9,yi ...,?/„) are called the full con-
ditional distributions of 6 and cr^ , respective!}-, as they are each a conditional 
distribution of a parameter given everything else. 
General properties of Gibbs sampler 
Suppose a vector of parameters <f) = (<pi 
(j) is measured with p(0) = p(^i, .. 
(f) = {6,(7'^), and the probability measure of interest is p{6,a'^\yi, 
Given a starting point, 
0'^  = (^S'\...,0f), 
.., (f)p) and your information about 
pj. For example, in the normal model 
, yn)-
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the Gibbs sampler generates 0**^  from i/i'*"'' as follow: 
This algorithm generates a dependent sequence of vectors: 
<^ (^ ) = 4^\ . . . ,< / '? 
In this sequence, <p^^^ depends on '^"^ , . . . ,(p^^''^^ only through (p^^~^\ i.e, 
0^ *^  is conditionally independent of ^'"^ , . . . ,</>'*"^ ' given 0^ "^^ ) this is called 
Markov property, and so the sequence is called a Markov chain. Under some 
conditions that will be met for all of the model discussed in this text. 
p{(t>'-'hA) -^ f P{<t))d(f) as 5 
J A 
oo 
In other words, the sampling distribution of (f)^^^ approaches the target dis-
tribution as s—> oo, no matter what the starting value 0^ '^ is (although some 
starting values will get you to the target sooner than others.)More impor-
tantly, for most function g of interest, 
1 ^ r 
- J ] g ( 0 W ) ^ E[g{ct,)\ - / 9{ct>)v{<t>)d(t> as S ^ oo (1.15) 
This means we can approximate E[g{(f))] with the sample average of [g{<p''^^), • • • ,g{4>^^^)]-, 
just as in Monte Carlo approximation. For this reason, we call such approx-
imations Marcov chain Monte Carlo approximations, and the procedure an 
MCMC algorithm. 
1.5.3 Metropolis algorithm 
When conjugate or semi-conjugate prior distributions are used, the poste-
rior distribution can be approximated with the Monte Carlo methods or the 
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Gibbs sampler. In situations where a conjugate prior distribution is unavail-
able or undesirable, the full conditional distribution of the parameters do not 
have a standard form and the Gibbs sampler can not be easily used. The 
Metropolis algorithm as a generic methods of approximating posterior distri-
bution corresponding to any combination of prior distribution and sampling 
model. 
Suppose we have a working collection 9^^^ , . . . ,6^^^ to which we would like to 
add a new value 6^^'^^\ Let's consider adding a value 0* which is nearby d^"\ 
The Metropolis algorithm proceeds by sampling a proposal value 9* nearby 
the current value ^^ ^^  using a symmetric proposal distribution J{9*\9^^^). 
Symmetric here means that J{6b\9a) — J{9a\db), i-e the probabiUty of propos-
ing 0* = 0a given that 9^'^ = 9^. 
Usually the proposal distribution which are used; 
J(e*|0W) = unifcyrm{9^'^ - 6,9^"^ + 6) (1.16) 
J ( r I^W) = normal(9^'\S^) (1.17) 
The value of the parameter 6 is generally chosen to make the approximation 
algorithm run efficiently. 
Having obtained a proposal value 0*, we add either it or a copy of 0^"^^ to our 
set, depending on the ratio 
'-p{0i^)\y) ^'-^^^ 
Specifically, given 9^^\ the Metropolis algorithm generates a value 0^^+^'> as 
follows: 
1. S a m p l e r ~ J{9 | 6^'^); 
2. Compute the acceptance ratio 
Pi0*\y) ^ p{y\0np(0*) 
p{0i^)\y) p(y|0W)p(eW) ^'•'•'> 
3. Let 
a(s+i) _ ( Q* with probability min(r,l) 
[ 0^ *^  with probability l-min(r,l). 
Step 3 can be accomplished by sampling u ~ uniform{0,1) and setting 
51(5+1) = 6** if w < r and setting 9'^'+^^ = 9^'^ otherwise. 
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Example: normal distribution with known variance 
Lets try out the Metropolis algorithm for the conjugate normal model with a 
known variance, a situation where we know the correct posterior distribution, 
let, we have sampling model, 
{yi,....yn\e)^N{6,a^) (1.20) 
prior, 
9~N{fi,T'^) (1.21) 
the posterior distribution of 6 is N{fjLn, T^) where, 
n/cT2 + l / r2 n/a^ + l /r^ 
r^ = I 
" n/a^ + l / r2 
Suppose, (7^  =. 1, T^  = 10, n = 5, y = (9.37,10.18,9.16,11.60,10.33) 
For these data, /i„ = 10.03 and r^ = .20 and so p{e\y) = dnorm(10.03,44) 
Now suppose that for some reason we were unable to obtain the formula for 
this posterior distribution and needed to use the Metropolis algorithm to 
approximate it. Based on this model and prior distribution, the acceptance 
ratio comparing a proposed value 8* to a current value 0^^^ is 
P^y) 
r = p(eU)|2/) 
^ nr=i dnormiy,, Q\ a) dnorm{9\/i, r) 
YY^^^dnorm{y„9i'),a)dnorm{9^'\l^,T) ^ ' 
The R-code below generates 10,000 iterations of the Metropolis algorithm, 
starting at 9^^^ = 0 and using a normal proposal distribution, 6'(*'^ )^ ~ N(9^^\d^) 
with d^ = 2. 
> s2<-l 
> t2<-10 ; mu<-5 
> set.seed(l) 
> n<-5 
> y<-round(rnonn(n,10,l),2) 
> mu.n<-( mean(y)*n/s2 + mu/t2 )/( n/s2+l/t2) 
> t 2 . n < - l / ( n / s 2 + l / t 2 ) 
> ##### 
> s2<-l ; t2<-10 ; mu<-5 
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Figure 1.2: Results from the Metropolis algorithm for the normal model. 
> y<-c(9.37, 10.18, 9.16, 11.60, 10.33) 
> theta<-0 ; delta<-2 ; S<-10000 ; THETA<-NULL ; set.seed(1) 
> for(s in 1:S)-
+ -C 
+ theta. star<-rnorin (1, theta, sqrt (delta)) 
+ log.r<-( sum(dnorni(y,theta.star,sqrt(s2) ,log=TRUE)) + 
+ dnorm(theta.star,mu,sqrt(t2),log=TRUE) ) -
+ ( sum(dnorm(y,theta,sqrt(s2),log=TRUE)) + 
+ dnorm(theta,mu,sqrt(t2),lQg=TRUE) ) 
+ if(log(runif(l))<log.r) { theta<-theta.star } 
+ THETA<-c(THETA,theta) 
+ } 
> ######### Commands for plotting graph ######## 
> par(mar=c(3,3,l,l),mgp=c(1.75,.75,0)) 
> par(mfrow=c(l,2)) 
> skeep<-seq(10,S,by=10) 
> plot(skeep,THETA[skeep],type="l",xlab="iteration",ylab=expression(theta)) 
> hist(THETA[-(1:50)],prob=TRUE,main="",xlab=expression(theta),ylab="density") 
> th<-seq(min(THETA),max(THETA),length=100) 
> lines(th,dnorm(th,mu.n,sqrt(t2.n)) ) 
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The first panel of Figure 1.2 plots these 10,000 simulated values as a 
function of iteration number. Although the value of B starts nowhere near 
the posterior mean of 10.03, it quickly arrives there after a few iterations. 
The second panel gives a histogram of the 10,000 ^-values, and includes a 
plot of the norma/(10.03,0.20) density for comparison. Clearly the empir-
ical distribution of the simulated values is very close to the true posterior 
distribution. 
Example: song sparrow reproductive success 
A sample from population of 52 female song sparrows was studied over the 
course of a summer and their reproductive activities were recorded. In par-
ticular, the age and number of new offspring were recorded for each sparrow 
(Arcese et al., 1992). This is not surprising from a biological point of view: 
One-year-old birds are in their first mating season and are relatively inexpe-
rienced compared to two-year-old birds. As birds age beyond two years they 
experience a general decline in health and activity. 
Suppose we Avish to fit a probabilitj^ model to these data, perhaps to under-
stand the relationship age and reproductive success, or to make population 
forecasts for this group of birds. Since the number of offspring for each 
bird is a non-negative integer {0,1,2, . . . } , a simple probability model for 
Y — number of offspring conditional on x = age would be a Poisson model, 
Y\x ~ Poisson{Bx) 
1.5.4 The Metropolis algorithm for Poisson regression 
Let's implement the Metropolis algorithm fo'r the Poisson regression model. 
The model is that V, is a sample from a Poisson distribution with a log 
mean given by log[E(y; | x^)] = 01+^2^1^-1^3 x'^, where x, is the age of the 
sparrow .^ We will abuse notation shghtly by writing x, = (1,3;,,xf) so that 
log[E(l^ I x^)] = P'^Xi. The prior distribution was the regression coefficients 
were i.i.d normal{0,100), the acceptance ratio for the Metropolis algorithm 
. P(^'l^^y) n 23) 
^ nil dpoisjy.. xjn nU dnormjP;, Q, 10) 
K=i dpois{y,,xfp(^))Yl^^^^dnorm{ftl'\ 0,10) ' 
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Figure 1.3: Plot of Markov chain in /?3 along with autocorrelation function 
1.5.5 The Metropolis Hastings algorithm 
Consider a simple example where our target probability distribution is po{u,v), 
a bivariate distribution for two random variables U and V. In the one sample 
normal problem, for example, we would have U = 6^ V = a^ and PQ{U^V) = 
p(0,cr^ I y) Recall that the Gibbs sampler proceeds by iteratively samplings 
values U and V from their conditional distribution: Given z^ *^ = {u^^\v^^^), 
a new value of x^^'^^^ is generated as follows: 
1. update U: sample M**"*"^ ' ~ PQ{U | V'-^^) 
2. update V: sample u(*+i) ~ po(t; | u^ *^ ) 
Alternatively, we could have first sampled ti(*+ )^ ~ po(u | u'*)) and then 
•ji(«+i) ^ PP^.^ j DC*)). In contrast, the Metropolis algorithm proposes changes 
to X = {U,V) and then accepts or rejects those changes based on po- In 
the Poisson regression example the proposed vector differed from its current 
value at each element of the vector, but this is not necessary. An alternative 
way to implement the Metropolis algorithm is to propose and then reject 
changes to one element at a time: 
1. update U: 
• sample u* ~ J„(u | u**^ ) 
• compute r = PQ{U* ,v''^'')/po{u^^\v'-^'>) 
• set u^^'^^^ to u* or u^^^ with probability min(l,r) and max(0,l-r) 
2. update V: 
sample v* ~ Jy{v \ v'^"') 
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• compute r == po{u^^'^'^\v*)/PQ{U^^^^\V''^'') 
• set i;(*+ )^ to V* or f'*^  with probability min(l,r) and max(0,l-r) 
Here, J^ and J„ are separate symmetric proposal distributions for U and V. 
This Metropolis algorithm generates proposals from J^ and J^ and accepts 
them with some probability min(l,r). Similarly, each step of the Gibbs sam-
pler can be seen as generating a proposal from a full conditional distribution 
and then accepting it with probability l.The Metropolis-Hfistings algorithm 
generalizes both of these approaches by allowing arbitrary proposal distri-
butions. The proposal distributions can be symmetric around the current 
values, full conditional distributions, or something else entirely. A Metropo-
lis Hastings algorithm for approximating po(ti,f) runs as follows: 
1. update U: 
• sample u* ~ J^^{u \ u^^\v'-"^) 
• compute the acceptance ratio 
• set u^^'^^^ to u* or u^^^ with probability min(l,r) and max(0,l-r) 
2. update V 
• sample v* ~ Jy{v \ u^*+^\v(*)) 
• compute the acceptance ratio 
r = 
• set !!(*+'' to V* or v^*' with probability min(l,r) and max(0,l-r) 
In this algorithm the proposal distribution Ju and Jy are not required to be 
symmetric. In fact, the only requirement is that they do not depend on U or 
V values in our sequence previous to the most current values. This require-
ment ensures that the sequence is a Markov chain. 
The Metropolis Hastings algorithm looks a lot like the Metropolis algorithm, 
except that the acceptance ratio contains an extra factor, the ratio of the 
probability of generating the current value from the proposed to the proba-
bility of generating the proposed from the current. 
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1.6 Computation and software 
The software used here is R. It has great features of computation and graph-
ics. R is both a software and a language considered as a dialect of the S 
language created by the AT and T Bell laboratories. 
• R is available in several forms: the sources (written mainly in C and 
some routines in Fortran) essentially for unix and linux machines, or 
some pre-compile binaries for windows, linux, and machintosh. 
• R has many function for statistical analysis and graphics; the later we 
are visualized immediately in their own window and can be saved in 
various format (jpg, png, bmp, ps, pdf, emf, pictex, xfig) 
Since, heavier use of graphics is an essential part of most analysis; we make 
heavier use of R software than other softwares. With the help of R software, 
data can be easily simulated from the posterior distribution and thereby 
results can be drawn instantly. In any case, we typically work within R to 
plot and transform the data before model fitting, and to display inference 
and model checks afterwards: 
Specific computational tasks that arises in Bayesian data analysis include: 
1. Vector and matrix manipulations 
2. Computing probability density functions 
3. Drawing simulation from probability distribution 
4. Structured programming (including looping and customized functions.) 
5. Calculating the linear regression estimate and variance matrix. 
6. Graphics, including scatter plots with overlain lines and multiple graphs 
per page. 
R software 
Apphed researchers interested in Bayesian Statistics are increasingly attracted 
to R because of the ease of which one can code algorithm to sample from pos-
terior distributions as well as the significant number of packages contributed 
to the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) that provide tools for 
Bayesian inference. 
Now we discuss packages that address Baj'esian models or specialized methods 
in Bayesian Statistics. Now we briefly introduced a few important packages 
ment for Bayesian analysis. 
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Bayesian packages for general model fitting 
• MCMCpackO 
MCMCpack provides model-specific Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
algorithms for wide range of models commonly used in the social and 
behavioral Science. It contain R functions to fit a number of regres-
sion models (linear regression, logit, ordinal probit, probit, Poisson 
regression, etc.), measurement models (item response theory and fac-
tor models), changepoint models (binary and Poisson) and models for 
ecological inference. It also contains a generic Metropolis sampler than 
can be used to fit arbitrary models. 
• armO 
The arm package contains R functions for Bayesian inference using Im, 
glm, mer, and polr objects. 
Post -es t imat ion tools 
• codaO 
The coda (Convergence Diagnosis and .Output Analysis) package is a 
suite of functions that can be used to summarize, plot and diagnose 
convergence from MCMC samples. The package coda also defines an 
MCMC object and related methods which are used by other packages. 
It can easily import MCMC output from WinsBUGS, OpenBUGS, and 
JAGS, or from plain matrices. This package contain the Gelman and 
Rubin Geweke, Heidelberger and Welch, and Raftery and Lewis diag-
nostics. 
Packages for learning Bayesian statistics 
• LearnBayesO 
The LearnBayes packages contains a collection of functions helpful in 
learning the basis tenets of Bayesian Statistical inference. It cantains 
functions for summarizing basic one and two parameter posterior dis-
tributions and predictive distributions and MCMC algorithm for sum-
marizing posterior distributions defined by the user. It also contains 
functions for regression models, hierarchical models, Bayesian tests, 
and illustration of Gibbs sampHng. 
R is the GNU licensed implementation of S language. It is an open software 
version available from its official website h t t p : / / c r a n . r -p ro j e c t . org. The 
developer's of R Development Core Team, an international group that in-
cludes John Chambers and other Bell Lab. reseachers. 
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1.7 Discussion and further reference 
Several good introductory books have been written on Bayesian statistics, 
beginning with Lindley (1965) . Berry (1996) presents, from a Bayesian per-
spective, many of the standard topics for an introductory statistics textbook. 
Congdon (2001,2003) and Gill (2002) are recent introductory books on ap-
pUed Bayesian statistics that use the statistical package Bugs. Carlin and 
Louis (2001) covers the theory and application of Bayesian inference, focus-
ing on biological applications and connection to classical methods. All these 
books present relatively leisurely to the single and two parameter models. 
Box and Tiao (1973) provides an extensive treatment of inference given to 
normal distribution. This books deals extensively with random and mixed 
effect models. Stigler (1983) discusses what Bayes implied by his use of a 
uniform prior. Berger (1985) provides a thorough discussion on philosophi-
cal as well as theoretical issue in Bayesian analysis. Carlin and Louis (1996) 
present modern treatment of Bayesian inference. 
Gelman et al (2003), Hoff PD (2007,2010) and Tanner (1996) provides a 
user's guide to Bayesian calculations. Gelman et al. (2003) covers several 
statistical models most most familiar to ecologist from a Bayesian perspec-
tive. Most of the methods presented by Gelman (2003) can be computed 
using R software packages. Ghosh et al. (2006) contains modern tools of 
computation like Laplace approximation and simulation techniques. 
Several review articles in the statistical literature, such as Breslow (1990) 
Racine et al.(1986), have appeared that discuss, in general terms, areas of 
application in which Bayesian methods have been useful. The volumes edited 
by Gatsonis et al.( 1993-2002) are collection of Bayesian analysis, including 
extensive discussions about choices in the modeling process and the relations 
between the statistical methods and the applications. 
the foundations of probability and Bayesian statistics are an important topic 
that we treat only very briefly. Bernardo and Smith (1994) give a thorough 
review of the foundations of Bayesian models and inference with a compre-
hensive list of references. Jeff'erys (1961) is a self contained book about 
Bayesian statistics that comprehensively presents an inductive view of in-
ference; Good (1950) is another important early work. Jaynes (1983) is a 
collection of reprinted articles that present a deductive view of Bayesian in-
ference, which we believe is quite similar to ours. Jaynes (1996) focuses on 
connections between statistical inference and the philosophy of science and 
includes several examples of physical probability. 
Chapter 2 
One Parameter Models 
A one parameter model is a class of sampling distribution that is indexed 
by a single unknown parameter. Here we discuss Bayesian inference for one 
parameter models: the binomial model and the Poisson model. In addition to 
being useful statistical tools, these models also provides a simple environment 
within which we can learn the basic of Bayesian data analysis, including 
conjugate prior distributions and predictive distributions. 
2.1 The Poisson model 
A random variable Y has a Poisson distribution with mean 6 if 
p{Y = y\9) = dpoisiy, 6) = ^ ^ E I Z ^ (2.1) 
for such random variable, 
E{y\0) = 6 
V{y\e) = d 
The Poisson family of distribution has a 'mean-variance relationship' because 
if one poisson distribution has a larger mean than another, it will have a larger 
variance as well. 
Features of Poisson distribution 
If we have sampling model. 
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eyexp{-e) 
P[yu...,yn\d) = -j 
prior, 
9 ~ gamma{a,b) 
p{0) = dgamma{0,a,b) 
a 
then, posterior distribution of 6*, 
n 
•912/1, ...,?/„ ~ gamma{a + Y^yub + n) 
Since, posterior distribution is also gamma distribution as prior distribution, 
so we have confirmed the conjugacy of the gamma family for the Poisson 
samphng model. 
Posterior mean 
a + TjVi E{e\yu...,yn) = 
b + n 
b . U - ^ ^ (2.2) 
b + nb b + n n 
where b is interpreted as the number of prior observations, and a is interpreted 
as the sum of counts from b prior observation. It is evident from Equation 
(2.2) that for large n posterior mean and posterior variances are, 
E{e\y,,...,y„)^y (2.3) 
v ^ ( % i , - . . , y „ ) ~ - (2.4) 
n 
Posterior predictive distribution 
The predictive distribution is already introduced in Section 1.2. It is the 
posterior distribution of new observation Y, which is the conditional distri-
bution of Y given (Fi = y i , . . . , Ki — yn)- For the Poisson model posterior 
predictive distribution is 
P[y\yi,.-.,yn) ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ria + ZVi) {b + n + l ) {b + n + \) 
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for y e (0,1,2,...).This is a negative binomial distribution with parameters 
(a+j/t, b+n), for which, 
E{y\yi,...,yn) = 
V{y\yi,...,yn) = 
b + n 
E{e\yu..-,yn) (2.5) 
a + ^yjb + n + l 
b+n b+n 
= V{0\yu...,yn)*b + n + l 
= £ ( % ! , . . . , y „ ) * ^ i ^ (2.6) 
b + n 
2.2 Example: Birth rates 
Over the course of the 1990 the General Social Survey gathered data on the 
educational attainment and number of children of 155 women who were 40 
years of age at the time of their participation in the survey. These women 
were in their 20s during the 1970s, a period of historically low fertility rates 
in the United States. In this example we will compare the women with 
college degrees and to those without in terms of their numbers of children. 
Let Yi^\ , . . . ,Yni,\ denote the numbers of children for the rij women without 
college degrees and 1^ ,2 ,. • • i^ i . i be the data for women with degrees. For 
this example we will use the following sampling models: 
Vi,!,- • •,yni,i I ^1 ~ iid Poisson{di) 
2/t,2, • •., yn2,2 I 02 ~ iid Poisson{62) 
Less than bachelor's: ni - 111, ^"i^i Yi^i = 217, Yi = 1.95 
Bachelor's or higher: na = 44, J2Zi ^i,2 = 66, F2 = 1-50 
In the case where (6*1,6*2) ~ iid gamma{a = 2,b = 1), we have the following 
posterior distributions: 
^1 I (ni = 111, ^ V i , ! =217) ~ 5amma(2+ 217,1 +111) = 5amma(219,112) 
^1 I (n2 = 44, Yl Yia = 66) ~ gamma{2 + 66,1 + 44) = gamma{ioS, 45) 
2.2.1 R-Codes for computation as well as plotting 
R-codes required for construction of exact and simulated posterior and prior 
densities. Output of these codes is reported in Figure 2.1. 
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########codes for c rea t ing figure for p o s t e r i o r densities######## 
par (mar=c(3 ,3 , l , l ) ,mgp=c(1 .75 . .75 ,0) ) 
par(mfrow=c(1,2)) 
a<-2 
b<-l 
sK-217 
s2<-66 
n l < - l l l 
n2<-44 
xtheta<-seq(0,5,Iength=1000) 
p lo t (x the ta ,dgainma(xthe ta ,a+s l ,b+nl ) , type="l" ,x lab=express ion( the ta) , 
y l a b = e x p r e s s i o n ( p a s t e ( i t a l i c ( " p ( " ) , t h e t a , " | " , y [ l ] , " . . . " , y [ n ] , " ) " , 
sep="")).lwd=3) 
lines(xtheta,dgammaCxtheta,a+s2,b+n2),lty=2,lwd=3) 
1ines(xtheta,dgamma(xtheta,a,b),lty=3,lwd=3) 
legend(2.5,3,legend=c("without degree","with degree","prior"), 
lty=c(l,2,3),lwd=c(3,3,3),bty="n") 
t i t l e ( " E x a c t d e n s i t i e s " ) 
#########commands for simulations########## 
a<-2 
b<-l 
sK-217 
s2<-66 
n l < - l l l 
n2<-44 
thetal<-rgamma(n=1000,a+sl,b+nl) 
theta2<-rgaiiima (n=1000, a+s2, b+n2) 
theta<-rgamma(n=1000,a,b) 
plot(density(thetal),type="l",xlab=expression(theta),ylab="Density", 
xlim=c(0,5),main="".lwd=3) 
lines(density(theta2),lty=2,lwd=3) 
lines(density(theta),lty=3,lwd=3) 
legend(2.5,3,legend=c("without degree","with degree"."prior"), 
lty=l:3,lwd=c(3,3,3)) 
title("Simulated densities") 
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Figure 2.1: Posterior and prior distributions of mean birth rates. In the left 
panel of this figure exact densities are plotted whereas in the rip,ht panel same 
densities are plotted by simulating 1000 observations from each of density. 
The similarity of the figures in the two panels shows that simulation tool is 
a very powerful tool to analyze numeric as well as graphic features of any 
posterior density. 
2.3 Binomial model 
A random variable Y is said to follow binomial {n,6) distribution if, 
p{Y = y\6) = dbinom{y, n, 6) 
n Qy{l _ Qy-y 
for binomial (n,0) random variables, 
E{Y\e) = n6 
V{Y\d) = ne{l-e) 
Posterior inference under a uniform prior distribution 
If we have sampling model, 
y\.---.yn\Q ^ B{n,e) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
C) ey{\-eY-y 
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prior, 
p{6) = 1 
then the resulting posterior distribution of ^ is, 
e\yr^beta{y + l,n-y + l) (2.9) 
Posterior distribution under beta prior distributions 
We have sampUng model, 
Y\0r^ B{n,B) 
0 ~ 6eto(l, 1) 
then, 
(9|y = y ~ heta{l + y, 1 + n - y) 
So, we conclude that a beta prior distribution and a binomial sampling model 
leads to a beta posterior distribution. To reflect this, we say that the class 
of beta priors is conjugate for the binomial sampling model. 
2.4 Example: Happiness data 
Each female of age 65 or over in the 1998 General Social Survey was asked 
whether or not they were generally happy. Let Yi — l\i respondent i reported 
being generally happy, and let Y^ — Q otherwise. If we lack information 
distinguishing these n = 129 individuals we may treat their responses as 
being exchangeable. 
Data and posterior distribution 
• 129 individuals surveyed 
• 118 individual report being generally happy 
• 11 individual do not report being generally happy 
Therefore, our sampling model 
prior 
p{9) = 1 
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Then, the posterior distribution is 
p{e\yi,..., 2/129) = ^ " ' ( 1 - eY'p{e)/p{yu..., 2/129) 
Pie\yi,...,yi29) = beta{m,l2) 
This density for 6 is called a beta distribution with parameter a = 119 and 
b — 12. Now, if y ~ binomial{n, 6) 
$ ~ beta{l, 1) (uniform) 
then, 0 I y ~ &eia(l + y, 1 + n - y) 
For any a , b i.e prior, ^ ~ beta(a, b) 
6* I y ~ beta(a + y,b + n — y) 
2.4.1 R-codes 
R-code for the construction of prior and posterior distribution for binomial 
sampling model, which can be shown in Figure 2.2 
par(mar=c(3,3,l,l),mgp=c(l.75,.75,0),oma=c(0,0,.5,0)) 
par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
theta<-seq(0,1,Iength=100) 
a<-l; b<-l 
n<-5 ; y<-l 
plot(theta,dbeta(theta,a+y,b+n-y),type="l",ylab= 
expression(paste(italic("p("),theta,"|y)",sep="")), xlab=expression(theta; 
lwd=3) 
mtext(expression(paste("betad, 1) prior, ", italicC'n"), "=5 ", 
italic(sum(yCi])),"=l",sep="")),) 
lines(theta,dbeta(theta,a,b),type="l",col="gray",lwd=3) 
legend(.45,2.4,legend=c("prior","posterior"),lwd=c(3,3), 
col=c("gray","black"), bty="n") 
a<-l ; b<-l 
n<-100; y<-20 
plot(theta,dbeta(theta,a+y,b+n-y),type="l",ylab= 
expression(paste(italic("p("),theta,"ly)",sep="")), 
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Figure 2.2: Beta posterior distributions under two different sample sixes and 
under two prior distributions. 
xlab=expression(theta),lwd=3) 
mtext(expression(paste("beta(l,l) pr ior , ", italicC'n"),"=100 ", 
italic(sum(y[i])),"=20",sep="")),) 
lines(theta,dbeta(theta,a,b),type="l",col="gray",lwd=3) 
a<-3; b<-2 
n<-5 ; y<-l 
plot(theta,dbeta(theta,a+y,b+n-y),type="l",ylab=expression(paste(italic("p(") 
theta,"Iy)",sep="")), xlab=expression(theta),lMd=3) 
mtext(expression(paste("beta(3,2) prior, ", italicC'n"),"=5 ", 
italic(sum(y[i])),"=l",sep="")),) 
lines(theta,dbeta(theta,a,b),type="l",col="gray",lwd=3) 
a<-3 ; b<-2 
n<-100; y<-20 
plot(theta,dbeta(theta,a+y,b+n-y),type="1",ylab= 
expression(paste(italic("p("),theta,"|y)",sep="")), 
xlab=expression(theta),lwd=3) 
mtext(expression(paste("beta(3,2) prior, ", italicC'n"),"=100 ", 
italic(sum(y[i])),"=20",sep="")),) 
lines(theta,dbeta(theta,a,b),type="l",col="gray",lwd=3) 
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Figure 2.3: Prior and posterior distributions of binomial sampling model by 
simulating 1000 samples using Monte Carlo Simulation. Figure 2.3 shows 
that there is a little difference between the exact and simulated densities. 
Prior and posterior inference from simulation become more close to exact 
density by increasing the number of samples drawn from the posterior density. 
########Commands for simulation############# 
par(mar=c(3,3,l,l),mgp=c(1.75,.75,.0),oma=c(0,0,.5,0)) 
par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
a<-l; b<-l; n<-5; y<-l 
thetal<-rbeta(10000,a+y,b+n-y) 
theta<-rbeta(10000,a,b) 
plot(density(thetal),type="l",xlab=expression(theta),ylab="Density", 
lwd=3,main="") 
lines(density(theta),type="l",col="gray",lwd=3) 
a<-l; b<-l; n<-100; y<-20 
thetal<-rbeta(10000,a+y,b+n-y) 
theta<-rbeta(10000,a,b) 
plot(density(thetal),type="l",xlab=expression(theta),ylab="Density", 
lwd=3,main="") 
lines(density(theta),type="l",col="gray",lwd=3) 
a<-3; b<-2; n<-5; y<-l 
thetal<-rbeta(10000,a+y,b+n-y) 
theta<-rbeta(10000,a,b) 
plot(density(thetal),type="l",xlab=expression(theta),ylab="Density", 
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lwd=3,main="") 
l ines (dens i ty ( tbe ta ) , type=" l" ,co l="gray" , lwd=3) 
a<-3; b<-2; n<-100; y<-20 
thetaK-rbetadOOOO, a+y, b+n-y) 
the ta<-rbeta(10000,a ,b) 
plot(density(thetal),type="l",xlab=expression(theta),ylab="Density", 
lwd=3,main="") 
lines(density(tbeta),type="l",col="gray",lwd=3) 
2.5 Discussion and further references 
The notation of conjugacy for classes of prior distributions was developed in 
Raiffa and schlaifer (1961). 
Most authors refers to intervals of high posterior probability as credible in-
terval as opposed to confidence intervals. Doing so fails to recognize that 
Bayesian intervals do have frequentist coverage probabilities, often being very 
close to the specified Bayesian coverage level (Welch and Peers, 1963; Har-
tigan,1966;Severini, 1991). Some authors suggest that accurate frequentist 
coverage can be guide for the construction of prior distributions (Tibshirani, 
1989; Sweeting 1999, 2001). Also Kass and Wasserman (1996) for a review 
of formal methods for selecting prior distributions. 
Chapter 3 
Multiparameter Models 
Virtually every practical problem in statistics involves more than one un-
known or unobservable quantity. It is in dealing with such problems that the 
simple conceptual framework of the Bayesian approach reveals its principal 
advantages over other methods of inference. Although a parameter can in-
clude several parameters of interest, conclusions will often be drawn about 
one, or only a few, parameters at a time. In this case, the ultimate aim 
of a Bayesian analysis is to obtain the marginal posterior distribution of the 
particular parameters of the interest. In principle, the route to achieving this 
aim is clear: we first require the joint posterior distribution of all unknowns, 
and then we integrate this distribution over the unknowns that are not im-
mediate interest to obtain the desired marginal distribution. Or equivalently, 
using simulation, we draw samples from the joint posterior distribution and 
then look at the parameters of interest and ignore the values of the other 
unknowns. In many problem there is no interest in making inferences about 
many of the unknown parameters, although they are required in order to 
construct a realistic model. Parameters of this kind are often called nuisance 
parameters. (Hoff. PD, 2009) 
3.1 The normal model 
A random variable Y is said to be normally distributed with mean 6 and 
variance u^, if the density of Y is given by, 
p{y\9,a') = _ = = e x p ( — ^ ^ - ^ 
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Properties of normal model 
1. The distribution is symmetric about 6, and the mode, median and mean 
are all equal to 6. 
2. About 95% of the population hes within two standard deviations of the 
mean. 
3. If X ~ normal(/i , r^) and Y ~ normal {0 , a'^) and X and Y are 
independent, aX+bY ~ N(a/i+be , a^  r^+b^ cr^ ) 
Features of normal distribution 
Suppose our sampling model is, 
(F i , . . . ,Yn\6,cr'^) ~ i.i.d normal{9,a'^) 
prior, 
9 ~ normal{fXo,To) 
Pie) oc expi^^^^) 
then the posterior distribution of 9, 6'|j/i,... ,y„ ~ normal(fjin., r^) where, 
r^^ I 
" l/To^ + n/a^ 
and 
/Wn 
/JO/TQ + ny/a 
1/ri + n/a^ 
It is evident from above expression theta the posterior parameters r^ and /:/„ 
combine the prior parameters TQ and no with terms from the data. Moreover 
the formula for ^ is, 
-L— 1 _L n 
Inverse variance is referred to as the precision. For the normal model let, 
a^ = ^ = sampling precision 
fo^ = ^ = prior precision 
f„^ = ;3 = posterior precision 
therefore, fjj^  — fo^ + ncr^  
and so the posterior information = prior information + data information. 
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Posterior mean 
TQ + na^ To + na^ 
and so the posterior mean is the weighted average of the prior mean and the 
sample mean. 
Prediction 
If Y I e,(j^ ~ N(^,(T2) 
^ Y= e+e, {e\ey) ~ N(0,a2) 
then, the predictive distribution is, 
y k ^ y l • • • yn ~ Normal(/y„,T2+rT2) 
3.2 Example: midge wing length 
Grogan and Wirth (1981) provide the data on the wing length in millime-
ters of nme members of a species of midge (small, two winged flies). From 
these nine measurements we wish to make inference on the population mean 
6. Studies from other population suggest that wings length are typically 
around 1.9mm, so we set fj,o=1.9 
Since for any normal distribution most of the probability is within two stan-
dard deviation of the mean, 
/to - 2TO > 0 
To < ^ = .95 
Data: 
y=(1.64, 1.70, 1.72, 1.74, 1.82, 1.82, 1.82, 1.90, 2.08) 
y= 1.804 
we have 6 \ yi ,... ,yn,a^ ~ normal(/x„, r^) 
where, 
_ W , n _ 1 11x1 9+9/CT^X 1804 _ . nr^r 
/^" - ^ + ^ - 1 11+9/^2 - -^-^US 
Hence, 
e\y ~ normal{l.805, .0447) 
The posterior mean and posterior standard deviation are 1.805 and .0447. 
Therefore, 95% credible region is, 
>1.805+qnorm(c(.25,.975))*.045 
[1] 1.774648 1.893198 
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Figure 3.1: From the posterior plot it is clear that posterior is peaked around 
its mean 1.805 and most of the concentration of probabilities is in the neigh-
borhood of it. Although prior is Sat and it is spread in a big range. This is 
a very good example in which posterior dominates the prior. 
3.3 Monte Carlo sampling 
For many data analysis, interest primarily lies in estimating the population 
mean 6, and so we would like to calculate quantities like E{6\yi,... ,yn), 
sd{e\yi,..., y„), P(6'i < (92|?/i,..., y„) and so on. 
These quantities are all determined by the marginal posterior distribution of 
9 given the data. 
Consider simulating parameter values using the following Monte Carlo pro-
cedure. 
a^^^' ~ inverse — ganima{—, ' " " " ) 
r2(3) inverse - gamma[-—-, ) 
6^^' ^ norm,al{^„, ——) 
r2(l) 
9^^' ~ normal{tin, —.—) 
Note that each 9^^^ is sampled from its conditional distribution given the data 
and cr^ =a-^ (*) 
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Figure 3.2: Monte Carlo samples from and estimates of the joint and marginal 
distributions of the population mean and variance. The vertical lines in the 
third plot give a 95 percent quantile based posterior interval for 0 (gray), as 
well as the 95% confidence interval based on t-statistics (black). 
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Figure 3.3: The 6rst panel shows 1000 samples from the Gibbs sampler, 
plotted over the contours of the discrete approximation. The second and third 
panels give kernel density estimates to the distribution of Gibbs samples of 
9 and cP-. Vertical gray bars on the second plot indicate 2.5 and 97.5 percent 
quantiles of the Gibbs samples of 6, while nearly identical black vertical bars 
indicates the 95 percent confidence interval based on the t-test 
Joint inference for the mean and variance 
For any joint prior distribution p(^,cr^) for 6 and a'^, posterior inference 
proceeds using Bayes' rule: Joint posterior of 6,0"^ 
p{0, a^lyi . . . y„) = p (y i . . . y„|6', cT^)p{9, (r'^)lp{yi • •. J/n) (3.1) 
variance — o'^ ^  inverse — gamma{a, b) 
precision gamma{a,b) 
Instead of using a and 6 we will parameterized this prior distribution as: 
1 ,^0 ^ocrh 
— ~ gamma{—, —r—) 
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{Q\yx ...yn,cf ) ~ normaliiin, jr) 
where, kn — ko + n 
kofio + ny 
IJ-n = kn 
i^n^t'o + n 
3.4 Discussion and further references 
The normal samphng model can be justified in many differcint ways. For 
example, Lukcas (1942) shows that characterizing feature of the normal dis-
tribution is that the sample mean and the sample variance are independent. 
From a subjective probability perspective, this suggests that if our beliefs 
about the sample mean are independent from those about the sample vari-
ance, then a normal model is appropriate. 
The use of Monte Carlo methods is widespread in statistics and science in 
general. Ruinstein and Kroese (2008) cover Monte Carlo methods for a 
wide variety of statistical problems, and Robert and Casella (2004) include 
more coverage of Bayesian applications (and cover Markov chain Monte Carlo 
methods as well). Monte Carlo simulation and Bayes inference in Ufe testing 
discussed by Upadhayay, Vasishta and Smith (2000). 
Using the posterior predictive distribution to assess model fit was suggested 
by Guttman (1967) and Rubin (1984), and is now common practice. In some 
problems, it is useful to evaluate goodness of fit using functions that depend 
on parameters as well as predicted data. This is discussed in Gelman et al. 
(1996) and more recently in Johnson (2007). 
The term Gibbs sampling was coined by Geman and Geman (1984) in their 
paper of image analysis, but the algorithm appears earlier in the context 
of spatial statistics, for example, Besag (1974) or Ripley (1979). However, 
the general utility of the Gibbs sampler for Bayesian data analysis was not 
fully reaUzed the late 1980s (Gelfand and Smith, 1990) and Upadhayay for 
his paper Full posterior analysis of three parameter lognormal distribution 
using Gibbs sampler. 
Assessing the convergence of the Gibbs sampler and the accuracy of the 
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MCMC approximation is difficult. Several authors have come up with con-
vergence diagnostics (Gelman and Rubin, 1992; Geweke, 1992; Raftery and 
Lewis, 1992), although these can only highlight problems and not guarantee 
a good approximation (Geyer, 1992). 
Chapter 4 
Bayesian Analysis of Linear 
and Generalized linear 
Regression models 
Linear regression modeling is an extremely powerful data analysis tool, useful 
for a variety of inferential task such as prediction, parameter estimation and 
data description. 
One difficult aspect of regression modeling is deciding which explanatory 
variables to include in a model. This variable selection problem has a natural 
Bayesian solution: Any collection of models having different sets of regressors 
can be compared via their Bayes factors. When the number of possible 
regressors is small, this allow us to assign a posterior probability to each 
regression model. When the number of regressors is large, the space of models 
can be explored with a Gibbs sampling algorithm. 
4.1 Normal linear model 
The model 
In the usual multiple regression problem, we are interested in describing the 
variation in a response variable y in terms of k predictor variables xj , . . . ,Xk. 
We describe the conditional mean value of yi given X, the response for the 
ith individual, as, 
E{yi\^,X) ==/3iXi^ +...PkXt^ i = l , . . . , n 
where x,i, .. -, Xn^ are the predictor values ith individual and ^i , . . . , (3^ are 
unknown regression parameters. If we let Xi =Xii, ..., Xik denote the row 
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vector of predictors for the ith individual and P = {Pi, ..., Pk) the column 
vectors of regression coefficients, we can express the mean value as, 
E{yi\p,X) = XiP 
In the ordinary linear regression setting, we assumes equal variances, where 
var(yi|^,X)=cr^. We let 6 = (/9i, . . . , /?fc,cr^ ) denote the vector of unknown 
parameters. 
In the matrix notation, this model can be written for all observations as, 
The posterior distribution 
The posterior analysis for the normal regression model has a form similar to 
the posterior analysis of a mean and variance for the normal sampling model. 
We represent the joint density of (/?,cr^ ) as the product 
P{P,a'\y) = P{P\y,a')g{a'\y) 
The posterior distribution of the regression vector jS conditional on the error 
variance a"^, g(/3,y,(j^) is the multivariate normal with mean P and variance 
covariance matrix va'^, where 
p = {x'xy^x'Y 
V = {X'Xy 
4.2 Bayesian analysis of wormyFruits 
Data creation 
Here we take wormyFruits data from ( Snedecor and Cochran 1989, page 
162) in which regressor x is the size of crop(hundreds of fruits) and response 
variable y is the percentage of the wormy fruits, let us see the whole data: 
fruitSize wormyPercent 
1 8 59 
2 6 58 
3 11 56 
4 22 53 
5 14 50 
6 17 45 
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Figure 4.1: This plot clearly suggests that a simple linear regression model 
can he fitted. Moreover, It is also evident from this plot that as fruit Size 
increases wormyPercent decreases. 
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>wormyfruits<-data.frame() 
>fix(wormyfruits) 
####### S c a t t e r p l o t of the data ####### 
>window<-(width=4,height=4) 
>with(wormyfruits ,plot(wormypercent~fruitsize) 
T h e model 
wormypercent — Po + /3i fruitsize + error 
The output of the figure is shown in fig. 4.1 
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Figure 4.2: Normal Posterior for wormyFruits data obtained by the function 
MCMCregress which fits Normal regression model. It is evident from poste-
rior plot that fruitSize is significantly related to the wormy Percent. More-
over, this plot clearly shows that posterior densities of regression coeficients 
are symmetric and can be approximated well by a Normal or t-distribution. 
However, posterior density of a^ is a skewed distribution and it can not be 
approximated by a symmetric distribution. It is also clear from these posteri-
ors that both the regression coefficients, namely, Intercept and fruitSize 
are statistically significant as zero lies outside of the plot of the posterior. 
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Fitting of the model using MCMCregress 
The function MCMCregress is available in MCMCpack and it is a Bayesian 
counterpart of the function Im. This function generates a sample from the 
posterior distribution of a linear regression model with Gaussian errors using 
Gibbs sampling (with a multivariate Gaussian prior on the beta vector, and 
an inverse Gamma prior on the conditional error variance). The user supplies 
data and priors, and a sample from the posterior distribution is returned as 
an mcmc object, which can be subsequently analyzed with functions provided 
in the coda package. 
To have a look on the arguments of the function, we can use the function 
args as: 
> option(width=68) 
> args(MCMCregress) 
function (formula, data = NULL, burnin = 1000, mcmc = 10000, 
thin = 1, verbose = 0, seed = NA, beta.start = NA, bO = 0, 
BO = 0, cO = 0.001, dO = 0.001, marginal.likelihood = cC'none' 
"Laplace", "Chib95"), ...) 
NULL 
where we assume standard serai-conjugate priors: 
and 
cr~^ ~ Gamma{Co/2, do/2) 
with the assumption of prior independence of /? and cr^ . The default value 
of bo, B~^, Co and do are specified in the arguments of MCMCregress above, 
which shows that priors are proper but locally uniform. 
## To load MCMCpack 
>library(MCMCpack) 
## To f i t the model 
>M6<-with(Mormyfruits,MCMCregress(wormyPercent"fruitSize) 
## To p r i n t summary of r e s u l t s 
>siMmary(M6) 
I t e r a t i o n s = 1001:11000 
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Thinning in t e rva l = 1 
Number of chains = 1 
Sample s i ze per chain = 10000 
1. Empirical mean and standard devia t ion for each v a r i a b l e , 
p lus standard e r ro r of the mean: 
Mean SD Naive SE Time-series SE 
( In te rcep t ) 64.297 4.0469 0.040469 0.036846 
f r u i t s i z e -1.016 0.1936 0.001936 0.001757 
sigma2 34.180 19.7964 0.197964 0.246161 
2. Quanti les for each va r i ab l e : 
2.5'/. 25% 50'/. 75'/. 97.5'/. 
( In te rcep t ) 56.36 61.782 64.299 66.7742 72.5564 
f r u i t s i z e -1 .41 -1.133 -1.014 -0.8949 -0.6341 
sigma2 13.58 21.713 29.227 40.2910 83.4581 
To look into the marginal posterior densities of regression coefficient along 
with the variance a"^ the function p lo t is to be used as: 
>plot(M6) 
The output is reported in Figure 4.2. A relevant interpretation of the poste-
rior densities is also given in the caption of the figure. 
4.3 Poisson regression analysis 
MCMCpoisson simulates from the posterior distribution of all poisson regres-
sion model using Metropolis algorithm. Documentation for coda package can 
be consulted for a comprehensive list of functions that can be used to ana-
lyze the posterior sample both from numeric as well as graphic view points. 
Poisson is a member of generahzed linear model with error Poisson and a 
link function as log-link. Thus, the model takes the following form: 
yi ~ poisson{iJ.i) 
where the inverse link function: 
f.ii = exp{x'ip) 
,-;,>^._ua.6'?> 
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For Bayesian analysis we assume a multivariate normal prior on regression 
coefficient vector j3 with prior mean 60 and prior precision Bo, which is inverse 
of prior variance. Default values are bo=0, and BQ—0 which leads to a locally 
uniform prior. 
More specifically, 
The Metropolis proposal distribution is centered at the current value of 9 and 
has variance-covariance V—T{Bo+C~^), where T is the diagonal positive 
definite matrix formed from the tune, BQ is the prior precision, and C is 
the large sample variance-covariance matrix of the MLEs, The function 
MCMCpoisson returns an MCMC object which can be used to get summary 
features. 
Data creation and fitting 
A data is created for Poisson regression analysis in which counts is the 
response variable and outcome and t reatment are the two factors each at 3 
levels. Data frame PoissonData contains the data as: 
>counts<-c(18,17,15,20,10,20,25) 
>outcome<-gl(3,1,9) 
>treatment<-gl(3,3) 
>PoissonData<-data.frame(counts,outcome,treatment) 
>PoissonData 
coimts outcome treatment 
1 1 
2 1 
3 1 
1 2 
2 2 
3 2 
1 3 
2 3 
3 3 
Fitting of the model using MCMCpoisson 
This function generates a sample from the posterior distribution of a Poisson 
regression model using a random walk Metropolis algorithm. The user sup-
plies data and priors, and a sample from the posterior distribution is returned 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
18 
17 
15 
20 
10 
20 
25 
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12 
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as an MCMC object, which can be subsequently analyzed with functions pro-
vided in the coda package, for the argument of the above function, we can 
use the function args as: 
> options(width=68) 
> args(MCMCpoisson) 
function (formula, data = NULL, burnin = 1000, memo = 10000, 
thin = 1, tune = 1.1, verbose = 0, seed = NA, beta.start = NA, 
bO = 0. BO = 0, marginal.likelihood = cC'none", "Laplace"), 
NULL 
> posterior<-with(PoissonData,MCMCpoisson(counts~outcome+treatment)) 
The Metropolis acceptance rate for beta was 0.27318 
> summciry (posterior) 
Iterations = 1001:11000 
Thinning interval = 1 
Number of chains = 1 
Sample size per chain = 10000 
1. Empirical mean amd standard deviation for each variable, 
plus standard error of the mean: 
Mean SD Naive SE Time-series SE 
(Intercept) 3.025836 0.1770 0.001770 0.008396 
outcome2 -0.450066 0.1965 0.001965 0.008228 
outcomes -0.284293 0.1913 0.001913 0.008052 
treatment2 0.001680 0.2008 0.002008 0.007786 
treatments -0.006043 0.2021 0.002021 0.008560 
2. Quantiles for each variable: 
2.5'/. 25'/. 50y. 75'/. 97.57. 
(Intercept) 2.6618 2.9059 3.030113 3.1535 3.35518 
outcome2 -0.8284 -0.5782 -0.456604 -0.3190 -0.05947 
outcomes -0.6764 -0.4115 -0.285502 -0.1569 0.08712 
treatment2 -0.3878 -0.1381 -0.000S05 0.1427 0.39398 
treatments -0.3999 -0.1459 -0.003043 0.1302 0.38832 
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Figure 4.3: It is evident from posterior plot in the top right panel of the 
figure that effect of outcome2 is significantly lower than outcomel, whereas 
it is not so in the case of outcome3. Similarly, effects of treatment2 and 
treatments are significantly different from treatment 1. 
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For getting plot of the posterior densities without the chain we use the com-
mand p lo t as: 
plot(posterior,trace=F) 
The output of this command is reported in Figure 4.3 
4.4 The logistic regression model 
GeneraUzed Unear models (GLMs) are able to model non-normally distributed 
dependent variables, and thus overcome the problems of the assumption of 
regular linear regression models. Note that GLMs have three components: 
1. A response (dependent) variable with a population distribution belong-
ing to the exponential family, 
2. The predictor (independent) variables, and 
3. 'Link function' that hnks 1) and 2). 
The model take the following form: 
j/i ~ Bernoulli{ni) 
where the inverse link function: 
^ exp(x;/3) 
^^ 1 -1- exp{x'iP) 
By default, we assume a multivariate Normal prior on /3: 
Additionally, arbitrary user-defined priors can be specified with the user.prior.density 
argument. 
If the default multivariate normal prior is used, the Metropolis proposal dis-
tribution is centered at the current value of /3 and has variance-covariance 
V = T{Bo + C~^)''^)T, where T is a the diagonal positive definite matrix 
formed from the tune. Bo is the prior precision, and C is the large sample 
variance-covariance matrix of the MLEs. This last calculation is done via an 
initial call to glm. 
If a user-defined prior is used, the Metropolis proposal distribution is cen-
tered at the current value of 0 and has variance-covariance V = TCT, where 
r is a the diagonal positive definite matrix formed from the tune and C is the 
large sample variance-covariance matrix of the MLEs. This last calculation 
is done via an initial call to glm. 
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Data creation 
radiotherapy The object radiotherapy consists of data taken from Man-
denhall et al. (1989): Radiotherapy and Oncology 16, 275-282. (See also 
Tanner 1996, page 28) Tools for Statistical Inference Methods of Exploration 
of Posterior Distributions and Likelihood Function. Third Edition. Springer-
Verlag. The radiotherapy data frame contains data radiotherapy of 24 pa-
tients in which rows represent patient and columns represent days, number 
of days received by each patient and response, absence (1) and presence (0) 
of disease at a site 3 years after treatment. 
>radiotherapy<-data.frame() 
>f ix(radiothrapy) 
> radiotherapy 
days response 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
21 
24 
25 
26 
28 
31 
33 
34 
35 
37 
43 
49 
51 
55 
25 
29 
43 
44 
46 
46 
51 
55 
56 
58 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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The model 
log 7 ^ ^ - ^ 0 + ^ 1 ^ 1 - p{x) 
Fi t t ing of model using MCMClogit 
This function generates a sample from the posterior distribution of a logistic 
regression model using a random walk Metropolis algorithm. The user sup-
pHes data and priors, and a sample from the posterior distribution is returned 
as an mcmc object, which can be subsequently analyzed with functions pro-
vided in the coda package. 
Using function args, we can find the arguments of above function MCMClogit 
> options(width=68) 
> args(MCMClogit) 
function (formula, data = NULL, burnin = 1000, mcmc = 10000, 
thin = 1, tune = 1.1,.verbose = 0, seed = NA, beta.start = NA, 
bO = 0, BO = 0, user.prior.density = NULL, logfun = TRUE, 
marginal.likelihood = cC'none", "Laplace"), ...) 
NULL 
> M9<-with(radiotherapy,MCMClogit(response~days)) 
The Metropolis acceptance rate for beta was 0.53945 
@(§@@@@(a@@@(§@(9(g@(9(§@@@@(g@@@@(§@(9(§@@@@@@(§@@@(§@@(§(§@@(§@(§@(g@@(§(§ 
> summary(M9) 
Iterations = 1001:11000 
Thinning interval = 1 
Number of chains = 1 
Sample size per chain = 10000 
1. Empirical mean and standard deviation for each variable, 
plus standard error of the mean: 
Mean SD Naive SE Time-series SE 
(Intercept) 4.34877 1.98478 0.0198478 0.054296 
days -0.09796 0.04664 0.0004664 0.001277 
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Figure 4.4: The plot in the panel of the left columns of the figure are trace 
plots of the Markov chain whereas plots in the panels of the right column are 
marginal posterior density plots of the corresponding regression coefficient, 
that is, intercept and regression coefficient of days. From these plots it is 
evident that both the regression coefficient are statistically signiticant as 
zero does not lie within the 95% HPD region. From these plots well mixing 
of the chain. Moreover, density plots of the posterior densities are symmetric 
in nature. 
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2. Quanti les for each va r i ab le : 
2.5'/. 25'/. 507. 757. 97.57. 
( In t e rcep t ) 0.6595 2.9172 4.2581 5.65795 8.51977 
days -0.1936 -0.1288 -0.0968 -0.06571 -0.01275 
The output is reported in Figure 4.4 
>plot(M9,lwd=2) 
4.5 Bayesian analysis of probit model 
MCMCprobit simulates from the posterior distribution of a probit regression 
model using data augmentation. We have coda documentation for a com-
prehensive list of functions that can be used to analyze the posterior sample. 
The model takes the following form: 
y, ~ Bernoulli{7ri) (4.1) 
Where the inverse link function: 
TTf = ^ x [ l 3 ) (4.2) 
We assume a multivariate Normal prior on /3: 
0^N{bo,B;') (4.3) 
Fitting of probit model using MCMCprobit 
This function generates a sample from the posterior distribution of a probit 
regression model using the data augmentation approach of Albert and Chib 
(1993). The user supplies data and priors, and a sample from the posterior 
distribution is returned as an mcmc object, which can be subsequently ana-
lyzed with functions provided in the coda package. For the argument of the 
function MCMCprobit, we can use the function args as: 
> ### To load MCMCpack ### 
> library(MCMCpack) 
> ### To get the arguments of MCMCprobit ### 
> args(MCMCprobit) 
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Figure 4.5: The plot in the panel of the left columns of the figure are trace 
plots of the Markov chain whereas plots in the panels of the right column are 
marginal posterior density plots of the corresponding regression coefficient, 
that is, intercept and regression coefficient of days. From these plots it is ev-
ident that both the regression coefficient are statistically significant as zero 
does not lie within the 95% HPD region. From these plots well mixing of 
the chain. Moreover, density plots of the posterior densities are symmetric 
in nature. Hence, it is evident from these plots that these marginal poste-
rior densities can be approximated well by a symmetric distribution like t. 
However, it is clear from these plots that these marginals are not exactly 
symmetric, rather they are little skewed in the left. Contrary to Bayesian, in 
frequentist approach these posteriors are assumed to be the t-distribution, 
which is not the fact as evident from the skewness of the marginal densities. 
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function (formula, data = NULL, burnin = 1000, mcmc = 10000, 
t h in = 1, verbose = 0, seed = NA, b e t a . s t a r t = NA, bO = 0, 
BO = 0, bayes . r e s id = FALSE, margina l . l ike l ihood = cC'none", 
"Laplace", "Chib95"), . . . ) 
NULL 
> ### To fit the model ### 
> M10<-with(radiotherapy,MCMCprobit(response~days)) 
> ### To print the summary of results ### 
> summary(MIO) 
I t e r a t i o n s = 1001:11000 
Thinning i n t e r v a l = 1 
Number of chains = 1 
Sample s i ze per chain = 10000 
1. Empirical mean eind standard devia t ion for each v a r i a b l e , 
p lus s tandard e r ro r of the mean: 
Mean SD Naive SE Time-series SE 
( In t e r cep t ) 2.43852 1.06608 0.0106608 0.0177409 
days -0.05535 0.02535 0.0002535 0.0004261 
2. Quant i les for each va r i ab l e : 
2.5'/. 25% 50y. 75*/. 97.57. 
( In t e rcep t ) 0.4176 1.709 2.40680 3.12593 4.612685 
days -0.1068 -0.072 -0.05482 -0.03784 -0.007556 
To look into the posterior densities of above example, function p lo t is used. 
The output is shown in Figure 4.5 
4.6 Bayesian analysis of complementary log-
log model 
It is the model in which inverse link is the cumulative distribution function 
of the extreme value model. Complementary log-log models are frequently 
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used when the probability of an event is very small or very large. Unlike 
logit and probit model, the complementary log-log function is asymmetrical. 
F i t t ing of complementa ry log-log model using MCMCmetroplR 
There is no standard function available in MCMCpack for complementary log-
log model as we have for logit and probit model. However, there is a general 
purpose function for MCMC simulation namely, MCMCmetroplR in which user 
can define an arbitrary Bayasian model as per his requirement. The argument 
of function can be seen as: 
> args(MCMCmetroplR) 
function (fun, t h e t a . i n i t , burnin = 500, memo = 20000, t h in = 1, 
tune = 1, verbose = 0, seed = NA, logfun = TRUE, force.samp = FALSE, 
V = NULL, optim.method = "BFGS", optim.lower = -Inf, optim.upper = Inf , 
opt im.contro l = l i s t ( f n s c a l e = - 1 , t r a c e = 0, REPORT = 10, 
maxit = 500), . . . ) 
NULL 
We define the Bayesian model in which likelihood is binomial distribution 
and link function is complementary log-log, and prior for the regression coef-
ficients is normal distribution with mean 0 and variance standard deviation 
1000. This model has been specified in the function cloglogNorm whose code 
follows: 
>(cloglogNorm)<- funct ion(beta ,X,y ,n) 
{ 
### A function which returns logposterior of beta ### 
eta<-xy.*y.beta 
p<-l-exp(-exp(eta)) 
ll<-s\im(y*log(p) + (n-y)*log(l-p)) 
lprior<-sum(dnorm(beta,0,1000,log=TRUE)) 
lp<-ll+lprior 
return dp) 
} 
This function returns value of the log-posterior, which will be the first argu-
ment of the function MCMCmetroplR. For the purpose of illustration, we take 
the same example of radiotherapy for complementary log-log model. The 
required commands to fit model using MCMCmetroplR follow: 
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Figure 4.6: The plot in the panel of the left columns of the figure are trace 
plots of the Markov chain whereas plots in the panels of the right column are 
marginal posterior density plots of the corresponding regression coefficient, 
that is, varl is stand for intercept and var2 is stand for regression coefficient 
of days. From these plots it is evident that the regression coefficient of days 
are statistically significant as zero does not lie within the 95% HPD region 
whereas intercept are statistically insignificant. F\-om these plots weii mixing 
of the chain. Moreover, density plots of the posterior densities are symmetric 
in nature. 
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>X<-cbind(l,radiotherapy$days) 
> y<-radiotherapy$response 
## To load MCMCpack ## 
> library(MCMCpack) 
> post.samp<-MCMCmetroplR(cloglogNorm,theta.init=c(0,0),X=X,y=y,n=l) 
The Metropolis acceptance rate was 0.56502 
## To print the summary of results ## 
> summary(post.samp) 
Iterations = 501:20500 
Thinning interval = 1 
Number of chains = 1 
Sample size per chain = 20000 
1. Empirical mean and standard deviation for each variable, 
plus standaird error of the mean: 
Mean SD Naive SE Time-series SE 
[1,] 2.02908 1.01559 0.0071813 0.0214254 
[2,] -0.05709 0.02677 0.0001893 0.0005909 
2. Quantiles for each variable: 
2.5y. 25'/. 50y, 757. 97.5% 
varl -0.001993 1.36182 2.03668 2.70610 4.022065 
var2 -0.112332 -0.07452 -0.05634 -0.03927 -0.005374 
> plot(post.samp) 
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4.7 Discussion and further reference 
Linear regression is described in details in Weisberg (1985) and Neter (1996). 
For other presentations of Bayesian Linear regression, books are of Zellner 
(1971), McCullagh (1989), Box and Tiao (1973) and Khan A.A, Manual of 
Bayesian data analysis with R (2011). Fox (2002) presents hnear regression 
using statistical package R. Many have argued that in most situations none 
of the regression models under consideration are actually true. Results of 
Bernardo and Smith (1994), Key et al (1999), Mendenhall (1989) indicate 
that in this situation, Bayesian model selection can still be meaningful in 
a decision-theoretic sense, where the task is to select the model with the 
best predictive performance. In this case, model selection proceeds using a 
modified Bayes factor. 
Chapter 5 
Hierarchical Bayes' Analysis 
Multilevel models are extensions of regression in which data are structured 
in groups and coefficients can vary by groups. We begin by giving a brief 
introduction to hierarchical modeling. Then we consider the simultaneous es-
timation of the true mortality rates from heart transplants for a large number 
of hospitals. Some of the individual estimated mortality rates are based on 
limited data, and it may be desirable to combine the individual rates in some 
way to obtain more accurate estimates. 
In many statistical problems, we are interested in learning about many pa-
rameters that are connected in some way. To illustrate consider the following 
problem. 
5.1 Example 
5.1.1 Simultaneous estimation of hospital mortality rates 
In this example we are interested in learning about the mortality rates due to 
heart transplant surgery for 94 hospitals. Each hospital has a true mortality 
rate A,, and so one wishes to simultaneously estimate the 94 rates, Ai . . . 
A94. It is reasonable to believe a priori that the true rates are similar in size, 
which implies a dependence structure between the parameters. If one is told 
some information about a particular hospital's true rates, that information 
would likely affect one's belief about the location of a second hospital's rate. 
In many parameter situations such as the ones described here, it is natural 
to construct a prior distribution in a hierarchical fashion. In this type of 
model, the observations are given distributions conditional on parameters, 
and the parameters in turns have distributions conditional on additional 
parameters called hyperparameters. Specifically, we begin by specifying a 
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data distribution 
y~p(y | ^ ) , 
and the prior vector 6 will be assigned a prior distribution with unknown 
hyperparameters A: 
6i~pi(6'|A) 
the hyperparameter vector A in turns will be assigned a distribution 
A ~P2(A) 
One general way of constructing a hierarchical prior is based on the prior 
behef of exchangeability. A set of parameter 6 = {di ,. • • ,^ fc) is exchangeable if 
the distribution of 6 is unchanged if the parameter components are permuted. 
This implies that one's prior belief about 9j, say, will be the same as one's 
belief about 9h- One can construct an exchangeable prior by assuming that 
the components of 0 are a random sample from a distribution pi: 
random sample from p\ {d \ \), and the unknown hyperparameter vector A is 
assigned a known prior at the second stage: 
A ~P2('^) 
This particular form of hierarchical prior will be used for mortality rates 
example. The number of deaths within 30 days of heart transplant surgery 
is recorded for each of 94 hospitals. In addition, we record for each hospital 
an expected number of deaths called the exposure, denoted by e. We let y, 
and Ci denote the respective observed number of deaths and exposure for the 
ith hospital. 
## To load LearnBayes ## 
l ibrary(LearnBayes) 
> d a t a ( h e a r t t r a n s p l a n t s ) 
> p lo t ( I (y / e )~ I ( l og (e ) ) , da t a=hea r t t r ansp l a i i t s , x l ab=" log (e ) " , y l ab="y / e " ) 
suppose j/i is distributed as Poisson(ei A), t = 1, ...,94, and the common 
mortahty rate A is assigned a standard noninformative prior of the form 
p{\) a -
then the posterior density of A is given by, 
94 
p{X\data) (X - PJ[A''-' exp(-ejA)] 
A 
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Figure 5.1: plot of death rates against log exposure for all hospitals 
94 
= A2:i=iW-iexp(-^e^A) 
which is recognized as a gamma density with parameter Yl%i Vj ^^^ X]!li^j-
For our data we compute 
>simi(y) 
[1] 277 
>sum(hearttransplants$e) 
[1] 294681 
and so the posterior density for the common rate A is gamma(277,294681). 
the posterior predictive density, is given by, 
p{yMi,y)= p{yi\eA)9iMy)d^ 
where yt denote the number of transplant death for hospital i with exposure 
e, in a future sample. 
jD(y| A) is the poisson samphng density with mean A. 
To illustrate the use of the posterior predictive distribution, consider hospital 
94, which had 17 transplants deaths, that is, 1/94 = 17. We simulate 1000 
values from the posterior predictive density of ^94. 
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Figure 5.2: Histogram of simulated draws from the posterior predictive distri-
bution of 1/94. The actuai number of transplant deaths is shown by a vertfcaJ 
line 
To simulate from the predictive distribution ^94, we first simulate 1000 draws 
of the posterior density of A. 
> lambda<-rgainma(1000,shape=277,rate=294681) 
and then simulate draws of 9^4 from a poisson distribution with mean 694 A 
>ys94<-rpois(1000,heart transplants$e[94]*lambda) 
Using the following R code, Figure 5.2 displays a histogram of this posterior 
predictive distribution, and the actual number of transplant deaths 2/94 is 
shown by a vertical line. 
>hist(ys94,breaks=seq(0.5,max(ys94) +0.5)) 
>abl ine(v=hear t t ransplants$y[94] ,lwd=3) 
5.2 Estimating an exchangeable set of parameters 
from a normal model 
Here we present a full treatment of a simple hierarchical model based on 
the normal distribution, in which observed data are normally distributed 
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with different mean for each 'group' or 'experiment', with known observation 
variance, and a normal population distribution for the group means, This 
model is sometimes termed as the one way normal random effects model with 
known data variance and is widely applicable, being an important special case 
of the hierarchical normal linear model. 
The data structure 
consider J independent experiments, with experiment j estimating the pa-
rameter 9j from Uj independently normally distributed data points, yij, each 
with known error variance cr^ , that is, 
Using standard notation from the analysis of variance, we label the sample 
mean of each group j as 
1 
with sampling variance 
" j • 1 
•> 1 = 1 
We can then write the likelihood for each 9j is terms of the sufficient statistics 
y: 
The hierarchical model 
For the convenience of conjugacy, we assume that the parameter 6j are drawn 
from a normal distribution with hyperparameters (/v.,r): 
J 
p{d,,...,e,\i,,T)^Y[N{e,\f,,T') 
l/x.r )]p{i^,T)d{^,T) 
We assign a non informative uniform hyperprior distribution to fi, given r, 
so that, 
P{H,T) ^ P{IJ.\T)P{T) (XP{T) 
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The joint posterior distribution 
Combining the sampUng distribution for the observable yij and the prior dis-
tribution yields the joint posterior distribution of all the parameters and the 
hyperparameters, which we can express in terms of the sufficient statistics, 
p((9, (U, r |y ) (X p(/u, r )p(^ |^ , T)p{y\9) 
J J 
(X p(/i, r) n A^(%k T2) ]][ yV(yj-|^ ,., a|) 
The conditional posterior distribution of the normal means, given 
the hyperparameters 
The conditional poterior distributions for the 9j are independent, and, 
where, 
. _ 1/(T] * y'j + 1/T^ * ^ 
' ~ \la] + 1/T2 
The posterior mean is a precision weighted average of the prior population 
mean and the sample mean of the jth group; these expression for 0 and Vj 
are the function of ji and r as well as the data. The conditional posterior 
density for each dj given jx, r is proper. 
The marginal posterior distribution of the hrperparameters 
The marginal posterior density is, 
J 
p(/i. T\y) oc p(//, r) J J N{y~j\n, a] + r^) 
Posterior distribution of y, given r 
/ i | r~ iV(A,v ; ) 
(J, is the precision weighted average of the y.j values, and V'^ is the total 
precision. 
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5.3 Discussion and further reference 
The earlier non- Bayesian work on shrinkage estimation of Stein (1955) and 
James and Stein (1960) were influential in the development of hierarchi-
cal normal models. Efron and Morris (1973) present subsequent theoretical 
work on the topic. Robbins (1955,1964) constructs and justifies hierarchical 
methods from a decision- theoretic perspective. Hierarchical models can be 
viewed as a subclass of graphical models, and this connection has been ele-
gantly exploited for Bayesian inference in the development of the computer 
package Bugs. The problem of estimating several normal means using an ex-
changeable hierarchical model was treated in a fully Bayesian framework by 
Hill (1965), Tiao and Tan (1965, 1966), and Lindley (1965). Box and Tiao 
(1973) present hierarchical normal models using slightly different notation 
from ours. They compare Bayesian and non- Bayesian methods and discuss 
the analysis of variance table. 
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